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a special relationship - muse.jhu - 27. jeffrey richards, visions of yesterday, p.73. 28. sir cedric hardwicke
and james brough, a victorian in orbit, p. 211. primarily a stage actor, hardwicke had made his british sound
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hollywood’s india: the meaning of rko’s gunga din - india (1971), and jeffrey richards, in his pioneering
visions of yesterday (1973), the most comprehensive survey of the imperial film, castigated the entire genre,
not just the movie and its hero. these sentiments were echoed in rudy behlmer’s behind the scenes (1982) and
in prem chowdhry’s colonial india and the making of the empire repressing the working class:
individualism and the masses ... - repressing the working class: individualism and the masses in frank
capra's films frank stricker frank capra made some of the most popular and acclaimed films of the 1930s and
1940s. his skills as director and writer, his feel for the american scene and average folk, and his interest in
social and po- the lives of a bengal lancer / bengali (usa 1935, r: henry ... - the lives of a bengal lancer
ist ein zentraler film dessen, was jeffrey richard „the cinema of empire” nennt: gemeint sind abenteuerfilme,
die in den vor allem britischen kolonien spielen und die manchmal ... jeffrey richards: visions of yesterday.
london 1973, s. 2ff. select bibliography - springer - select bibliography aldington, richard, lawrence of
arabia: a biographical enquiry ... richards, jeffrey, visions of yesterday ... richards, jeffrey, and jeffrey hulbert,
'censorship in action: the case of lawrence of arabia', journal of contemporary history, xix (1948) 153-70.
britain and the cinema in the second world war - jeffrey richards is reader in history at lancaster
university. he is the author of visions of yesterday, swordsmen of the screen and the popes and the papacy in
the early middle ages. his most recent books are best of british: cinema and society, 1930-70 (co-author), the
age of the dream palace: cinema and society in britain, 1930-39 and britain lecturer: ian scott
(distinguished visiting professor in ... - david w. ellwood (ed) - the movies as history: visions of the
twentieth century robert sklar - movie made america jeffrey richards - visions of yesterday mark wheeler hollywood: politics and society j.e. smyth (ed) - hollywood and the american historical film . peter rollins hollywood as historian re-enacting the second world war: history, memory and the ... - re-enacting the
second world war: history, memory and the uk homefront a thesis submitted to the university of manchester
for the degree of doctor of philosophy in the faculty of humanities 2016 benjamin knowles school of arts,
languages and cultures 2000 plan and budget summary - citywaukee - a catalog of the successes of
yesterday. nor will it define bold plans and visions for tomorrow. instead, much like the city’s efforts in 2000
and beyond, this introduction will focus its attention on the city’s chil-dren, the real future of milwaukee.
children hold boundless promise of things to come. they will become our future mayors ...
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